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ABSTRACT

We present a methodology for normalizing vowel for-
mant values. Such methodology addresses the issues
of vocal tract length compensation as well as articu-
latory strategy. Using an articulatory model of the
vocal tract, we first estimate vocal tract dimensions in
order to obtain a version of the model capable of cov-
ering the formant space of a given speaker. We then
compel such model to produce the subject’s observed
vowel formants. We finally approach the articulatory
parameters of all speakers to a set of per-vowel canon-
ical articulatory parameters.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is known that the formant frequencies of vowels are
closely related to the subject’s vocal tract dimensions.
Normalization procedures based on compensation of
such dimensions have proved to be somewhat effective.
[1] estimated the vocal tract length of a number of
subjects and used this information to obtain a formant
correction coefficient. The multiplication of the vowels’
formants by the appropriate coefficient resulted in a
reduction of dispersion ellipses.

In [2] a normalization technique based on the concept
of vocal tract resonances [3] is used to map the for-
mants of a given speaker to those of a base speaker.
The “base speaker” was the articulatory model pre-
sented in [4]. Such a procedure was shown to be suc-
cessful.

The above studies, among others make it clear that
vocal tract length plays an important role in the for-
mant frequency values of vowels; however, attempts to
predict variability based solely on vocal tract length
compensation have repeatedly failed to do so [5, 6].

Based on these studies, we may conclude that in or-
der to appropriately normalize a set of vowels from a
given data base, compensation of vocal tract length
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ell a articulatory strategy must be considered.
tudy presents a normalization procedure that ad-
es both these issues. The procedure has been used
as an intermediate step in the recovery of place
iculation in vowel–stop sequences.

2 DISTORTION PARAMETER
SELECTION

normalization procedure we propose includes an
ation of the vocal tract length of the speaker in
on to the vocal tract length of a reference speaker;
eference speaker being an articulatory model [8],
itself is a variation of the model presented in [4].

g our previous work [7], we studied the data ob-
d by [9] and concluded that two distortion pa-
ters are needed in order to obtain an articula-
model which mimics the physical dimensions of
aker’s vocal tract. We observed, however, that
r dispersion ellipses’ reduction is achieved when
one (appropriately chosen) distortion parameter
ed. Upon further analysis we concluded that
istortion parameters we used, oral distortion and
ngeal distortion, produced highly correlated re-
in the formant space. The upper part of fig-
presents the variation in formant frequencies of
owels /i/, /æ/ and /A/ when the articulatory
l’s pharyngeal and oral regions (continuous and
d lines, respectively) are distorted between 80%
20% of their original value.

using global distortion and pharyngeal distor-
s the distortion parameters, the change they in-
in the formant space is much less correlated. The
part of figure 1 presents the variation in the for-
frequencies of the vowels /i/, /æ/ and /A/ when
odel is globally distorted (dotted line) and when
its pharyngeal region is distorted; both between
nd 120% of their original value. In the /a/ region

changes are almost orthogonal to each other. We
decided to use these distortion parameters for the
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Figure 1: Formant space variation induced by oral and
pharyngel distortion (upper) and by global and
pharyngeal distortion (lower).

present study. Let us note that the transformation be-
tween the two sets of distortion parameters is obtained
via simple algebraic manipulation resulting in a change
of variable.

3 NORMALIZATION PROCEDURE

In order to normalize a set of vowel formants from
a given database, we set out to answer the following
questions:

1. How can we normalize speakers’ vowel formant
values using an articulatory model?

2. How can we measure the quality of such a nor-
malization?

3. What would constitute “ideal” normalization?

The above questions were answered as follows:

1. Implement the following procedure:

(a) For each speaker in a data base, estimate
distortion parameters that allow our articu-
latory model to cover the speaker’s formant
space.

2.

3.
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(b) Use the appropriately distorted model to
find articulatory positions that produce the
observed vowels.

(c) The normalized vowel will be produced us-
ing such articulatory configurations by the
undistorted model.

This procedure has already been used in [7], fig-
ure 2 shows the results we obtained at the time.

Using the criteria put forward in [10], measure
the dispersion in the formant space of the nor-
malized vowels and compare it against the dis-
persion of the original data base.

Ideal normalization is obtained when there is no
dispersion of normalized vowels.
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re 2: Vowel dispersion before (above) and after nor-
malization (below).

normalization, as defined above, is only achieved
all subjects use the same articulatory commands
ch vowel. In order to approach such ideal normal-
n we used to our advantage the fact that an infi-
umber of articulatory configurations exist which
ce the same formants.



A set of canonical articulatory configurations was ob-
tained for each vowel whose formant values we normal-
ized. For the present study, preliminary results were
obtained for the formants of the adult English vowels
/i/, /æ/ and /A/ described in [11]. In [7] we obtained
articulatory and distortion parameters for each of the
vowels and each of the speakers of interest. The canon-
ical configurations were chosen to be the mean of the
articulatory configurations obtained for the adult sub-
jects of the database. Figure 3 presents the articula-
tory configurations of such canonical vowels.

Our aim for the present study is the finding of an ap-
propriate combination of distortion and articulatory
parameters for each speaker such that:

• The distortion parameters correspond to the
physical dimensions of the subject’s vocal tract
dimensions.

• The articulatory parameters are as close as pos-
sible to the corresponding canonical articulatory
parameters while producing the subject’s ob-
served vowel formant values.

In order to achieve the desired results, we started from
an articulatory configuration and distortion parame-
ters which produce the subject’s observed formant val-
ues. We then manipulated the subject’s distortion
parameters as well as certain articulatory parameters
(jaw, tongue body, tongue dorsum and lip opening) un-
til the articulatory parameters were as close as possible
to the canonical ones while still producing the observed
vowels.

Since we were trying to obtain both articulatory and
distortion parameters, we avoided manipulating the ar-
ticulatory parameters which affect overall vocal tract
length (i.e. lip protrusion and pharynx height).

4 RESULTS

Using the procedure described above, distortion pa-
rameters were obtained for each speaker in the data
base. Figure 4 presents the values we obtained for
male and female speakers (after elimination of speakers
for whom the optimisation routine did not converge).
We observe that male and female distortion parameters
conform two distinctively separate groups.

We also evaluated the mean distance (in the euclidean
sense) to the canonical articulatory parameters. Table
1 presents the results we obtained, compared to the
distance before the parameter optimisation procedure.

Given the fact that the speakers’ formant values remain
unchanged, the reduction in vowel dispersion is equal
to the one previously obtained. Only the articulatory
and distortion parameters are changed.
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re 4: Global and pharygeal distortion parameters
obtained for male and female speakers.

Vowel Before norm. After norm.
/i/ 1.32240 1.10219
/æ/ 0.37287 0.50490
/A/ 1.09343 0.76175

e 1: Mean distance to canonical articulatory config-
urations.

5 Discussion

n be observed in figure 2, significant dispersion
tion is obtained using the normalization method
sed.

e 1 shows that the global distortion paramter has
more influence on the acoustical result of vowels’
nt values than the pharyngeal distortion param-
This leads us to believe that although the two
eters are present in the vocal tract dimensions
opulation and produce quite distinct acoustical
s, one parameter related to overall vocal tract
h is sufficient to explain the acoustical variabil-
roduced by individuals with different vocal tract
nsions. This fact has been observed in previous
es [1].

studying figure 4 we observe that mean male and
e groups are well separated in both global and
ngeal distortion parameters. We observe, how-
that individual male and female subjects are only
eparated in the global distortion dimension, both
s’ pharyngeal distortion variability being highly

apped.

1 shows a reduction in mean distance to the
ical articulatory configurations for vowels /i/ and
nly, while the vowel /æ/ presents an increase in
mean distance. This is quite contrary to the ex-
d results and we believe that further experimen-
is required.



Figure 3: Articulatory configurations of canonical vowels /i/, /æ/ and /A/.
6 CONCLUSION

We have used a previously proven method for normal-
izing vowels using an articulatory model. We analyzed
the distortion parameters used and concluded that a
different set of such parameters better describes the
observations put forward by previous studies.

The results we obtained lead us to conclude that acous-
tical differences of phonological units produced by dif-
ferent speakers may be explained by both vocal tract
dimensions and articulatory strategy. Compensation
for these differences is well explained at a group level
(male vs. female) by the method we propose. Individ-
ual differences nonetheless remain difficult to explain.

The fact that our articulatory model was obtained by
analysis of phrases spoken in French, not English (the
language of the database we are studying) might ex-
plain at least part of the results observed. Analysis of
a French database with a corpus of vowels comparable
to the one we used might give further insight.
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